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Communicate

Remembered
for His Words
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was one of the greatest speakers in
American history. He had the ability to communicate with all
people. What made Dr. King’s words so powerful?
During the time when Dr. King was a leader, life was difficult
for African American people. They were not treated fairly.
Dr. King wanted to encourage African Americans to carry on.
Dr. King chose words that were inspiring. His messages were
positive and hopeful. He wanted his audiences to believe that
they could make a difference. Dr. King asked them to imagine
a better life for themselves and for others.
Dr. King wanted people to think about his words.

He used language that allowed listeners
to form pictures in their minds.
For example, Dr. King once said in a speech, “Only when it
is dark enough can you see the stars.” These words were
important to his audience. Dr. King’s message was that even
when times are difficult, people can still experience hope.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is remembered for his words. His
powerful messages continue to inspire people today.
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EXPLORE THE TRAIT:
Communicate – I use clear language to express my ideas and to share information.
What techniques made Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. a powerful communicator?

Imagine you traveled back in time to interview Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Write three questions to ask Dr. King.
1.
2.
3.

Think about what you might like to communicate about Dr. King to others. Write a newspaper article to convey
your message.
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APPLY THE TRAIT: ELA
A found poem is a poem created using words you find in a text.
Reread “Remembered for His Words.” Circle or highlight words
that describe the critical thinking trait communicate.
Read aloud your chosen words, and draw lines to connect words
that fit together.
Arrange your chosen words to write a found poem. Create a title
for your poem.

18 Team ThinkUp: Grade 3
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APPLY THE TRAIT: Science

North, Evening
Merak

Martin Luther King Jr. said, “Only when it is dark enough can you
see the stars.”

Dubhe

BIG DIPPER

Other civil rights leaders communicated messages with the stars.
Harriet Tubman used the North Star as a compass as she led
hundreds of people to freedom through the Underground
Railroad.
The Big Dipper is an asterism, a small cluster of stars that
are part of a larger constellation. The pointer stars in the
Big Dipper can be used to find Polaris, the North Star.

Polaris

LITTLE DIPPER

Connect dots to design an original constellation. Write a brief
narrative to communicate the legend of the constellation.
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APPLY THE TRAIT: Math
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. chose words carefully to communicate his message. Words should also be chosen
carefully to communicate math ideas. For example, instead of using the word corner to describe where two sides
meet in a figure, mathematicians use the word vertex.
The words numerator and denominator are often confused. In the graphic organizer, use words, numbers, and
pictures to communicate the meanings of these words.

numerator

denominator
20 Team ThinkUp: Grade 3
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CHECK MY THINKING
Billboards are signs used to convey
important messages with images and
a few words. People traveling in cars
pass billboards quickly. Information
on a billboard must be communicated
in a simple way.
Design a billboard to communicate a
message about an important cause.

SELF-ASSESSMENT Communicate
Communicate – I use clear language to express my ideas and to share information.
Think about what you have learned about the critical thinking trait communicate.
Read the sentences. Color your answer.

HELP

EASY

HARD

It is easy to communicate in ways
that others understand.

It is sometimes hard to communicate
in ways that others understand.

I need help to communicate in
ways that others understand.
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Communicate—I use clear language to express my ideas and to share information.
Critical Thinking Trait Communicate Engagement Indicators
Students translate thoughts into words and actions that are clear and specific.
Students use accurate language in both oral and written forms.
Students exhibit appropriate nonverbal actions and body language when
expressing ideas.

Prompts to Develop the Communicate Trait

Mind Shifts for a Critical
Thinking Classroom
A thinking culture involves students thinking
deeply about their learning.

• The teacher is the facilitator of learning rather
than the dispenser of information.

• Students focus on learning rather than on task

Are you specific when you speak and write?

completion.

Are you precise when you express yourself?

Classroom expectations focus on clear expectations for learning
and thinking.

Do you include all necessary information?
Do you use words that can be understood?
Do you ask others to define, clarify, or specify when you do not understand?
Do you support your written and spoken ideas with explanations, comparisons,
and/or evidence?
Do you reword problems or explanations to clarify meaning?

• The teacher models and provides examples of expectations for
students.

• Students use success criteria identified on checklists, rubrics, or other means

to follow established procedures for collaboration and accurate communication.

A critical thinking classroom supports the use of clear and effective communication.

Do you probe for understanding without criticism?
Do you ask others to elaborate responses and give examples?
Does your body language show interest in the ideas of others?
Do you contribute and allow for the participation of other group members?
Do you seek to understand and honor other points of view?

• The teacher plans instruction to increase awareness and application of

communication strategies that enhance meanings and promote deeper
understandings.

• The teacher asks probing questions that guide students to self-assess their
progress in communicating with clarity and specificity.

• Students identify indicators that signal if they are understood when communicating

Strategies to Facilitate the Communicate Trait
Require students to support responses with explanations, comparisons,
examples, and/or evidence.

with others.

Guide students to identify and avoid generalizations, distortions, and
nondescriptive terms (e.g., they, everybody, stuff).
Encourage students to elaborate, describe, and use concise terms.

Communicate Trait Reflective Review
Circle the rating that best describes students’ abilities to apply the critical thinking
trait communicate.

What additional opportunities might I provide to students who consistently exhibit the critical
thinking trait communicate during learning?

5–Students apply the communicate trait consistently.
1–Students struggle to apply the communicate trait.

5
16
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How might I foster additional opportunities for students who struggle to communicate
during learning?

Grade 3 Teacher Guide
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Remembered for His Words

Student Activity Book pages 16–17

Before Reading: Use these activities to set a purpose for reading.
Ask students to think about a person who is good at communicating. Have
students discuss strategies this person uses.
Invite students to describe times when they were treated unfairly. Allow students
to discuss how they felt and what they did to resolve the situations.
Text
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was one of the greatest speakers in American history. He had
the ability to communicate with all people. What made Dr. King’s words so powerful?
During the time when Dr. King was a leader, life was difficult for African American
people. They were not treated fairly. Dr. King wanted to encourage African
Americans to carry on.
Dr. King chose words that were inspiring. His messages were positive and hopeful.
He wanted his audiences to believe that they could make a difference. Dr. King
asked them to imagine a better life for themselves and for others.
Dr. King wanted people to think about his words. He used language that allowed
listeners to form pictures in their minds. For example, Dr. King once said in a speech,
“Only when it is dark enough can you see the stars.” These words were important to
his audience. Dr. King’s message was that even when times are difficult, people can
still experience hope.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is remembered for his words. His powerful messages
continue to inspire people today.
After Reading: Use these activities to support student understanding.
Show a video clip of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. giving a speech.

Apply the Trait: ELA

Student Activity Book page 18

This activity provides an opportunity for students to communicate through an original
found poem.
Set the Stage
Have students think about poems they have read and discuss what they enjoy
about them.
Model the process of creating a found poem using a page from any text (e.g., a
chapter book, an informational magazine).
Complete the Activity
Have students follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
Have students share found poems in small groups. Encourage group members
to provide feedback. Allow students to revise based on feedback.
Provide large sheets of construction paper, and ask students to transfer final
found poems.
Create a collage space for students to display their poems.
Answers
Answers may vary. Student responses should include original found poems on the
topic of communicate using words from “Remembered for His Words.”
Extend the Activity
Provide poetry books and invite students to select poems that communicate
meaningful messages. Host a poetry reading in which students read aloud
the poems and share their reasons for selections.

Guide students to answer the question in the Student Activity Book.
What techniques made Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. a powerful communicator?
Explore the Trait
Have students follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
Invite students to share newspaper articles with the large group.
Answers
Answers may vary. Student responses should include three questions they would
ask Dr. King.
Answers may vary. Student responses should include newspaper articles about
Dr. King.

Communicate: Remembered for His Words
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Apply the Trait: Science

Student Activity Book page 19

Apply the Trait: Math

Student Activity Book page 20

This activity provides an opportunity for students to design an original constellation
and to write a brief narrative to communicate the legend of the constellation.

This activity provides an opportunity for students to use words, numbers, and
pictures to communicate the meanings of math terms.

Set the Stage.
Discuss light pollution. Ask questions such as the following:

Set the Stage
Remind students that Dr. King’s messages were powerful because he chose
words carefully.

• Why must it be dark to see the stars?
• Are the stars visible where you live? Why or why not?

Share the following information.
Harriet Tubman was a conductor in the Underground Railroad. People were
taught a song called “Follow the Drinking Gourd.” The song meant to find the
star pattern commonly known as the Big Dipper. The pointer stars of the Big
Dipper point to Polaris, the North Star.
Explain how constellations have been used to communicate messages to others
and to tell stories about heroes in legends or myths.
Complete the Activity
Have students follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
Allow students to share constellations and legends with the large group.

Point out that the language of mathematics includes terms that are used to
explain math ideas clearly.
Ask students to provide examples of pairs of math terms that are often confused
(e.g., sum/difference, even/odd, area/perimeter).
Complete the Activity
Have students follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
Allow students to share graphic organizers with the large group.
Ask questions such as the following.

• What is a good way to clarify the meanings of these terms using words?
using numbers? using pictures?

• What are unique ways classmates conveyed the meanings of these terms?

Answers
Answers may vary. Student responses should include original constellations and
legends about the constellations.

Answers
Answers may vary. Student responses might include definitions, sketches, and
numerical examples.

Extend the Activity
Read constellation myths and legends for various constellations (e.g., Cassiopeia,
Ursa Major, Leo, Gemini, Orion, Canis Major, Pegasus, Scorpius).

Extend the Activity
Have students select another pair of math words from ideas generated in Set the
Stage. Provide students with sheets of unlined paper to create another graphic
organizer. Display students’ graphic organizers and allow students to complete a
Gallery Walk.

Use web or library sources to show sky maps for different times of the year.
Discuss why constellations seem to move. Clarify any misconceptions. Reinforce
that different constellations can be seen at different times of the year because
Earth revolves around the sun.

18
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Play the game The Chair Talks using mathematics terminology. Have a student
volunteer sit in a chair facing the class. Display a vocabulary term to the class
so that the student in the chair cannot see the term. Invite other students
to use nonverbal clues (e.g., body gestures or kinesthetic movements) that
communicate the meaning of the displayed term while the student in the chair
uses the clues to determine the mystery term. Allow the student who supplies
the final, successful clue to replace the student in the chair.
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Check My Thinking

Student Activity Book page 21

Have students follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
Answers
Answers may vary. Student responses should include billboards that communicate
messages about important causes.
Self-Assessment—Communicate
Evaluate student self-assessment responses, and plan additional instruction as
needed.
Strengthen the Trait
Discuss the role of the speaker and the listener in communication. Have students
explain how to be a good listener.
Brainstorm examples of verbal, nonverbal, and written communication. Display
responses on chart paper.
Write the following words on the board: hot, cold, good, old, and new. Challenge
students to use sensory language and imagery to convey the meanings of the
words.
Ask students to explain how they might communicate with a student who speaks
a language other than English.
Plan Show and Tell sessions. Allow students to share information about objects
they bring from home.
Revisit the Trait
Revisit the communicate trait throughout the school year. Useful times to revisit
the trait include:

• a few weeks or months after the trait has been introduced
• after holiday breaks
• when students struggle to exhibit the communicate trait
• after students attend a school event or presentation
• when a new student joins the class

Make star badges. Write Star Communicator on the badges. When you notice
a student exhibiting the communicate trait, pin a star badge on the student. As
students begin to recognize others using the communicate trait, allow them to
suggest students who might be awarded badges.

Communicate—Across the Curriculum
ELA
Read aloud the picture book Today I Feel Silly by Jamie Lee Curtis, and discuss
how moods are communicated with actions. Invite students to follow the author’s
pattern and write descriptions of moods.
Use an online source to help students register for and connect with pen pals.
Have students brainstorm topics for first letters to pen pals.
Science
Each day, assign one student to provide a weather report. Have the student
measure and report weather conditions, such as temperature, precipitation, wind
direction, and wind speed.
Ask students to act out science vocabulary terms to communicate meanings.
Math
Have students use words to explain solution methods.
Establish a math word wall and play a variety of games that reinforce the
meanings of terms. For example, place students in two teams, and have a
representative from each team come forward. Provide each representative a
flyswatter. Read the definition of a term and have players attempt to be the first to
swat the correct term.
Social Studies
Provide web and library sources about the American civil rights movement. Have
students create timelines to show major events of the movement. Ask students to
share time lines with the large group and to discuss the significance of each event.
Fine Arts
Invite students to create original artwork to convey emotions, such as happiness,
sadness, joy, fear, anger, and excitement.
Health/P.E.
Have students make signs to communicate the rules of a game.
Technology
Ask students to use a device to record audio messages. Allow students to listen
to the messages and evaluate whether the messages are clear and easy to
understand.
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